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frapP Watches College
fcow For Fifty Years
By William J. Crean '44
Fred Austin Knapp came up»
ft't> 'uaverWH. Massachusetts, to
l"f>*
1891 to enter the freshliSXOU
class in Bates College, he was
B visit originally meant to
I5"""1 years, that instead has conl<*
.j ot- bis Hie- As a student,
li'°ue , aua professor, he has been
^Tof Bates for fifty years
forced to remain
professor Knapp,
of school a year in order to earn
I
enough to continue, graduated
the class of 1896. He retained
"* br0adened the position he had
tn
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Bobcats Battle Mules
For State Series Title
Prof. Fred Austin Knapp

Campus Delegation
Provides Moral
Support For Team

°

„„. m the Nichols Latin
I and at the same time he act*? assistant in chemistry and phy* *\ Bates, thus becoming the first
^uate assistant ever to be employp
In 1897 he
M this institution.
*, LaUn and English at Bates,
"^vear later restricted himself to

By Tod Gibson '44
experience in teaching. During the
With the State Series championfour-week vacation in December virchip at stake and the Bobcats in potually the entire student body, includsition to cop their first State Series
ing the freshmen, availed themselves
since 1930, Coach Ducky Pond, with
of as much practical teaching experia first year record of 3-3 to date, leads
ence as possible. Mr. Knapp's first
his charges into Waterville Armisclass consisted of twenty-eight countice Day afternoon to tangle with the
try boys and girls ranging in age
■ hinS LatiQ- From 19ul *• 1903 he from four to nineteen years. He had powerful Colby Mules.
le
| " .e(i al Harvard for his master's
Records mean nothing. Who exlittle trouble teaching the four-year><*ree After he obtained his M.A., he
old her ABC's, but when the oldest rected Maine to drop its tilt to the
Piurned to Lewiston and accepted
boy, who had already taken every- Bobcats, then come back and tie what
Le Latin professorship that he has
thing the school offered, asked to be c.ppeared to be a far superior Colby
held for the past four decades.
enlightened on the subject of Busi- outfit? Who looked for a one-sided
(only Rw
ness Mathematics, he had to keep one affair at Brunswick last week? Howl^ildings Then
jump ahead of his pupil in the text good were the odds favoring Colby
According to Professor Knapp, the book.
and Bowdoin in the series games last
I iilerence between the Bates of the Stove, Coal Bin
week?
Ipjaof the century and that of today In Each Room
Student Body
lit vast. His earliest recollections of
One of the greatest improvements,
"mow beautifully kept campus is of he thinks, was the building of the Must Provide Spirit
Tuesday afternoon's game will be
I similarity to a hayfield. If and Central Heating Plant. Before its
|rten they cut the grass in those completion each room had its own decided by fight, stamina, breaks and
it was with a scythe, not a small stove and private coal bin. spirit. The team will provide the fight
| j.n mower. At that time there were Though these were the sources of a and the stamina and will hope and
gly five, instead of today's thirty comfortable sense of proprietorship, play for the breaks. The student body
Ifcildings on the campus. John Ber- it was somewhat discomforting to is depended upon to provide the spirlins indeed, was not actually a part find, on a bitter winter night, that it. The college has been accused for
L the college, but was used ha . prl- your supply of coal had been deplet- several weeks of a deplorable lack of
lute preparatory school. Hathorn and ed, humorously enough, by a fun-lov- spirit. Most of these accusations were
taise or unfounded. Perhaps this is
Ifirker Halls, part of Hedge Labora- ing dormitory mate.
because those who accused most
liury, and the old gymnasium, located
Dr. Knapp applies the "saddest
jilmost directly behind Haciorn, com- words of tongue or pen" to the build- loudly were not competent to judge
peted the list of buildings. Garcelon ing of Chase Hall. The scheme of the nature of real, helpful spirit A
I Held was still a forest, and the site erecting it just before the World War large campus delegation has as its reL the present girls' tennis courts was was prevented by the Government, sponsibility to travel to Waterville
I
as an athletic field. The road and after the conflict, prices were so Tuesday to cheer and shout its small
Ikehind Hathorn served originally as a high that the elaborate plans had to but deserving team to victory, and a
lander track for the hundred yard be considerably simplified. Had it long awaited statfl championship.
Colby, under its new coach, Nels
lash. There was no girls' dormitories been built earlier we might have had
Lg we know them today, no heating an even finer recreational center Nitchman, formerly of Union College,
has, in Bobby La Fleur. Phil CamlIjlant and the library was small than that we enjoy today.
aougb to be located in a room in
Dr. Knapp enjoys his summers at niti, and Romeo Verrengia, a capable
Morn!
his camp in the' country, and prool trio of triple threat backs, any one
■ Students;
five On Faculty
When Mr. Knapp arrived here,
I toe were about one hundred and
1 fifty students, and less than ten perInns on the faculty. The academic
I program, too, was different- Each
Inudent carried three courses of five
[boors a week in "each. All freshmen
l»ere required to take Latin, Greek.
IHsihematics, and two hours of Engirt At that time the school year beI in August and was divided into
I See terms, allowing for a four-week
I Wat ion following Thanksgiving.
Certain things stand out clearly in
Ifofessor Knapp's mind as he remiI luces. One of them concerns his first

of the benefit he derives from them
lies in the fact that from 1912 to 1933,
whne he missed a few days as the
result of a cold, he was not once absent from his classes because of poor
health. His chief joy is in his work,
which has also seen many changes.
Since 1934, when Latin was made
elective, there has been a rapid decrease in the size of his classes. Now
it is unusual to have more than three
or four members of the two upper
classes majoring in Latin. His reward, though, lies in the treasurehouse of memories of half a century
of life on the Bates campus, and in
anticipation of new richness with
which to expand it.

Smith, Bertocci Chapel Deputation Groups Aid
(Talks Draw Comment Churches In Vicinity
°f- Peter A.' Bertocci, commenting
I"Chapel last Monday on tie Morti|*r Adler lecture of Oct. 27, upheld
leer's contention that philosophy
["nunan-ls a higher place in our culRethan does science. However, Dr.
ptoed states that philosophy "is
I "Perior to the sciences in the sense
the questions which It seeks to
I "^e are more important and more
pnprehensive than those asked by
I'cience". He does not believe, as does
r"er, that the kind of truth avail|ib|e to the philosopher, is more dem|*strable than that of the scientist.
Dr. Bertocci upheld the statement
I *^r- Ad'er that too often men qual^in the scientific fields make phil**ical statements which are dis
-f out of their field. He also dejjjj Dr. Adler's reproach of the
^"Wats, who claim that there are
. absolute standards of" morality.
i*re is one way of life which is
er
than adl others," he said, "and
f
1
* nuinan task is to find it as best
can.-

In accordance with its long standing custom and as part of its annual
program, the Christian Association
has been sending out weekly deputation committees to various churches
in the vicinity to assist in week end
activities.
On Nov. 8 and 9, a deputation will
visit the First Baptist Church of Yarmouth; on the 15th and 16th, another
goes to the Stroudwater Baptist
Church in Portland, and on Dec. 13
and 14, the First Parish Church at
Yarmouth will be visited. As yet these
are the only coming deputations with
definite dates, but it is expected that
several more will be arranged before
Christmas.
John Marsh '43, chairman of the
Deputation Commission extends i
invitation to all those who wcul-1 like
to engage in work of this kind to contact him. It is a particularly gooa
training opportunity for those who
have any desire to enter Christian
service as a life work.
defense measures because she feels it

alrs- Margaret Smith, congression- is vitally necessary for America to
re

Presentative from the Second
District, speaking in Chapel
."krday morning, pointed out that
?*«•■ realizes it must see that tno
^sident's powers are once again
**M to what the people wish him
alne

ml:
**** the emergency is over.
i al Present the executive must
*e unusual power, she said.
«
Sh

e stated that she has voted for
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WAA Entertains
High School Girls

C 1
PRICE: 10 CENTS

Modern Comedy Opens
Play Season Tomorrow
Offer Priestley's
"Laburnum Grove"

Playday Program
Features Basketball
Demonstration

Woodard, Smith In
Leads For Robinson
Players' Production

This Saturday representatives from
eight Maine high schools will be
guests of the Women's Athletic AsTomorrow and Friday nights, the
Robinson Players will present in the
sociation. The occasion is the annual
Bates High School Play Day.
Little Theatre, at 8:00 o'clock, the
sprightly modern comedy, "Laburnum
Games and athletic events enjoyed
Grove" by J. B. Priestley. Unlike most
during the day are conducted on a
comedies given on this stage, "Lastrictly uon-interscholastic baste. All
burnum Grove" has the added intercompeting teams w.ll be designated
est of a plot not solved till the final
by separate colors, and participants
from the same school are divided
scene.
Tickets for tomorrow evening's
among these different teams. Throughperformance are still available and
out the day there is plenty of action,
will be on sale at the door. There is
fun, and competition, but the old idea
also a possibility that a limited numof win at all costs is buried in a feelber of seats for the performance on
ing of sociability.
Harold Russ (David Nickerson '42) stares intently at tjie floor, cringing
Friday evening will be open for lateThe program for the day is as folunder the glance of George Radfern (Elbert Smith '44) and Joe Fletten
comers. However, Charles Senior '42,
lows: 9-10, registration; 9.30-10, wel(Mervin Aiembik '44). Elsie Radfern (Crete Woodard '44) meanwhile
come and general instructions: 10-12,
looks aghast. AH of which will be repeated tomorrow and Friday eve- president of Robinson Players, wishes
to emphasize that to be sure of getsports and games; 12-1.30, luuch;
nings in "Laburnum Grove".
ting seats for this first show of the
130-2, basketball warm-up; 2-3.30,
year it would be advisable to attend
basketball demonstration; 3.30, rethe Thursday night presentation.
freshments and goodbyes.
In this, the first play of the season,
The basketball demonstration en
the audience will be introduced to a
this year's program is something new
host of new faces, men and women
and different. Miss Chambers, the
who have never appeared before on
state chairman of basketball, is bringA special train will transport stuOn next Sunday. Nov. 9. at 4 p. m..
the Little Theatre stage, or who have
ing one team with her who will play
the Christian Association will sponsor dents and faculty to the Colby game
against a team chosen from the sen- The Meistersingers of Concord. N. H., Armistice day. The train will leave been confined to minor roles in preior members of the basketball club. in the Chapel as part of their regular the local station at 11:50 and lunch vious productions. From all indicaThe main part of the demonstration Vesper Series. Jane Woodbury '42 is will be served in the Commons and tions of the power and feeling that
these comparative newcomers have
will be an interpretation and explana- 'n charge of all arrangements.
Flake Dining Hall accordingly. The
put into their characterizations it
tion of rules. The first quarter will be
The Meistersingers group, made up ride will cost one dollar and game seems that those "veterans of the
played slowly with frequent pauses to
tickets will be fifty-five cents each.
explain and demonstrate the fouls of 12 male voices, has been highly Train and game tickets may be secur- footlights" might well look to their
recommended
and
has
had
many
relaurels. •
committed; the next quarter will be
ed in the Alumni Gymnasium tomorThose who have dropped In to
played somewhat faster, fouls called quests for repeat performances. Ev- row and Friday afternoons from 1:00
eryone
is
urged
to
attend
for
this
is
watch
rehearsals have been extremebut less explanation; and the last
to 4:30.
ly interested in the clever, well-hanquarter will be played under regu- one of the outstanding programs of
Irving Mabee '42, Student Council
the year. Immediately following the
dled dialogue as Detective Stack, playlar game conditions.
lepresentative, is handling arrangeservice,
the
Social
Committee
with
ed by Robert McFarlane '44, attempts
Ten
girls
from
each
of
the
follow(Continued on page three)
ments for the train ride.
to trap Elbert Smith '44, in the role
ing schools will be representatives: Nancy Terry '43 as chairman, will
of George Radfern, Into disclosing inRichmond, Buckfield, Lisbon Falls, serve supper to the performers at the
formation pertinent to the case. AdNorway, Brunswick, Mechanic Falls, Women's Union.
vance reports have it that the loveEdward Little, Paris High Schools.
affair of beautiful Elsie Radfern and
The committees for this day of fun
Harold Russ, played by Crete Woodand frolic are: General chairman.
ard
'44 and David" Nickerson '42. is
The
heads
of
the
various
departPriscilla Simpson '42; refreshments.
ments have announced this week their really something to hold the audiLucille Leonard '42 and Irene Patten
selection of student assistants for the ence's attention.
Prof. Brooks Quimby announced '42; sports, Ida May Hollis '43; regisBut, perhaps most interesting of all.
current school year. The following
tration,
Judy
Handy
'42;
and
invitathis week the final selections for the
Indicative of the desire upon the
names have been turned into the is the privilege of witnessing the keen
varsity and freshman debate squads tions. Elaine Humphrey '42.
rart of the men's student governing
President's Office: Biology. P. Leon- skill of Miss Schaeffer in her direcfor the first semester.
organizations of the Maine colleges
ard
Knight '42, Albert Ring '42. Elea- torial activities, and the assistance of
The twenty men and nine women
to keep the relations between the
nora Keene '42. Thera BushneU '42, student-director Dorothy Mathews '42,
who were named to the varsity squad,
student bodies of the four colleges
Muriel Swicker '42, Eben Bennett '42, who has been extremely efficient in
and who automatically become memfriendly and cooperative was the visit
J. True Crosby '43. Thomas Doe '43, helping Miss Schaeffer get the play
bers of the Debating Council, are the
to this campus last Friday of Lauand Nancy Gould '43; Chemisty: Er- into its final, polished form.
following:
The week end of November 15 and lence Downes. president of the Maine
land Wentzell '42, Vera Vivian '42,
1942: Charles Buck, Arthur Cole. 16 will usher in once more the an- Student Senate. Mr. Downes conferred
Robert Cote '43, Robert Martell '43,
Thomas Howarth, David Nichols, Paul nual e,vent of Mothers' Week End with President Gray and the officers
John Googin '44, Clift Larrabee '44,
of
the
Student
Council
and
apologized
Quimby, Priscilla Bowles, Honorine which is sponsored jointly by the WoFrancis Gingras '44. and Arnold SteHadley, Jane Woodbury; 1943: Free- men's Student Government Associa- for the actions of a few Maine stuvens '44; Economics: Henry Corey
man ltawson, Arnold Stinchfield, John tion and the Women's Athletic Asso- dents at the Back-to-Bates rally.
Miss Lavinia Schaeffer of the
'43. Catherine Glazier '43; Education:
Thurlow, Alexander Williams, Valerie ciation.
Later in the day. Mr. Downes toge- Barbara White '42; English: Ralph Speech Department is in charge of a
Saiving, Henry Corey.
The committees for Mothers' Week ther with Irving Mabee '42 and John Tuller '42. Lysander Kemp '42, Pris- Drama Conference to be held on the
1944: Lawrence Bram, Donald Day. End have been announced and plans Donovan '42 travelled to Brunswick cilla Bowles '42, Dorothy Maulsby '43, campus on Nov. 8 for the benefit of
Edward Dunn, Robert Macfarlane, are under way to make it a success to talk with Robert Bell, president of and Arnold Stinchfield '43; French: high school teachers, directors, and
Vincent McKusick, Arnold Stevens, for all concerned. The co-chairmen the Bowdoin Student Council and Mai Althea Comins '42 and Elaine Hardie people
interested
in
community
Norman Temple. Madeline Butler. are Helen Ulrich '43. a member of the Morrell, Director of Athletics at the '42.
drama. Invitations have been sent out
Elizabeth Cort. Mildred Cram. Brad- Stu-G Board, and Martha Burns '43, a Brunswick institution. At this inforGeology; John Sigsbee- '42, Nor- to one hundred high schools.
ley Dearborn, Desplna Doukas; ser- member of WAA. The following list mal meeting, apologies were extended man Boyan '43, Robert McNeil "43,
The conference is scheduled to bevice members: Patrick Harrington, comprises the members of the various to Bowdoin by the Bates delegation and Kenneth Lyford '43; German: gin at 10.00 a. m. with a lecture by
committees who are working in co- for the damages inflicted on the Polar Theresa Begin '42; History and Gov- Professor Quimby of Bowdoin College
Sumner Levin and Waldemar Flint.
The four freshmen chosen for the operation with the co-chairmen: Invi- Bear statue. It was suggested by this ernmnt: Doris Borgerson '42, John on the subject of "High School Contations, Frances Rolfs '43, chairman, group that the four colleges send rep- Donovan '42, John Lloyd '42. and Da- test Plays". Following this Professor
first-year squad are Maurice Benewitz. Jack Bogert. June Chatto and Judy Campbell '44 and Ruth Howland resentatives from their student gov- \IA Nichols '42; Greek: Richard Hor- Bricker of the University of Maine
'44;
accomodations, Gladys Bick- ernments to a convention to be held ton '42; Mathematics: Daniel Dustin will speak on acting at 11.30 a. m. In
Josephus Daniels.
more '42, chairman, and Betty Bliss perhaps in Augusta at the same time '42 and A. Raymond Harvey '42.
the meantime, at various times dur'43; sing, Alice Turner '42; chapel that the Athletic Directors hold their
ing
the morning, a demonstration of
Psychology: Dorothy Milllken '42.
service, Jane Woodbury '42, chair- annual meeting.
Valerie Saiving '43; Hygiene: John Dramatic Club programs will be given
man, and Marjorie Cahall '43; dance
Sigsbee '42; Physical Education (Wo- for the benefit of the high school stuand open house at Chase Hall, Nancy
men): Elizabeth Moore '42, Barbara dents.
Terry '43, chairman, and Margaret
Moore '42; Physics: George Kolstad
Soper '43; sports review. Judy Chick
'43, Samuel Stoddard '43; Religion:
Hartley Ray '42; Sociology: Carolyn
Seven Juniors and seniors have '42, chairman, Lucy Davis '43 and
Wood '42. Virginia Day '42. Man'
been elected to the Junior Board of Ruth Parkhurst '44; dance club reciCharles Buck '42 and Thomas
tal, Virginia Gentner '43, chairman,
Curtis '42. Robert Langerman '42,
the Outing Club to replace members
Howarth
'42 are accompanying ProCongressman Frances Bolton of
and Annette Stoehr '43; banquet, Ruth
Hazel Deming '44; Speech, Dorothy
of the Board who have left school
fessor Brooks Quimby to Vermont
Cleveland,
Ohio, second woman
Ulrich
'42
and
Elaine
Humphrey
'42,
Mathews '42, Paul Quimby '42, Lester
in the past year. Seniors James Mc
this week for two debates on the namember of the House of Repreco-chairmen,
Virginia
Stockman
'44
Fmith
'43;
Social
Science:
John
Lloyd
Murray and Walter White. Juniors
tional high school topic of universal
sentatives to appear on campus
'42, Barbara Boothby '44, Elizabeth
Robert Achibald, Charlotte Christof- Elia SantiJli '43, and Dorothy Maulsthis
week, is tentatively scheduled
by '43; one act play, Dorothy Mathews military training.
Kenney '44.
ferson, Sam Stoddard, William Buker
to speak in Chapel next Saturday
Tomorrow night they meet Middle'42, chairman, and Virginia Hunt '44;
and Arthur Watts are the new elecmorning. Coach Raymond Pond
tea, June Atkins '43, cha.rman, and bury College, who will uphold the aftees.
will address the student body next
Anyone interested in forming classfirmative before a Brewster Academy
Eleanor Darling '44.
The Junior Board, composed of
Monday morning on that very inThe purpose of his affair is to give audience at Wolfeboro. The next day es in metal work, pottery, painting,
forty-five students, is the governing
teresting
subject. King Football.
they
go
to
St
Johnsbury
Academy
or
design
are
asked
to
meet
with
Mr.
the girls who are members of the
body of the Outing Club. They are
Next Wednesday morning Dr.
freshman and junior classes an op- for the third in the series of debate Haskell of the Maine Guild of Arts
chosen for their interest and particiRayborn Zerby will lead the serportunity to acquaint the! I> mothers clinics sponsored by the Bates Inter- and Crafts, this evening at 8 o'clock
pation in the Club's activities and diat
the
YWCA
in
LewUton.
At
tyis
vice, pointing out the implicascholastic
Debate
League.
A
Diverwith a few of the many activities of
rect its future function^ Later in the
tions of Armistice Day observance
college life, as well as to give them sity of Vermont team will debate the time plans will be discussed and a
year, five freshman'men and live
in the light of present day condefinite
time
and
place
of
future
Bates
men
that
evening
as
the
elopa chance to actually live on campus
ditions.
freshman women will be elected t
meetings
will
be
decided
upon.
ing
feature
of
the
clinic.
in the girls' dormitories.

<

CA Plans Vespers Students Travel To
With Meistersingers Waterville By Train

Quimby Names 29 To
Varsity Debate Squad

U. of N. Student Senate
Head Visits Campus

Department Heads
Name Student Assistants

Stu-G And WAA Plan
Mother's Weekend

Conference Draws
Drama Enthusiasts

OC Junior Board Elects
Seven To Fill Vacancies

prepare adequate means of keeping
destruction away from our shores.
She said that most Congressmen
realize how much could be done to
improve social and economic opportunities in this country with the great
amounts of money that are being
spent for armaments, but they feel
that this mony must be used for dethe Board.
fense?

Buck And Howarth Debate
Middlebury And Vermont

Legislatress, Pond,
Zerby Address Chapel

■
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(FOUNDED IN 187S)
(Stud.nt Office - Tel. 8782J)
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(The Auburn News - Tel. 3010)

, -.- (Tel. 84397)

RALPH F. TULLER '42

MANAGING EDITOR
.. (Tel. 84398)
JOHN C. DONOVAN '42
^Assistants: George Hammond '43, Ella Santilli '43, Marie Radcllffe '44,
Evelyn Marsden '44, Nina Leonard '44, Bradley Dearborn '44, Rita Silvia
•44, Nancy Lord '45, Patricia Crane '45, Marjorie Gregolre '45.
(Tel. 84121)

NEWS EDITOR

NORMAN J. BOYAN '43

Staff: Robert Archibald '43, Robert McNeil '43, Larry Bram '44, William
Crean '44, Francis Gingras '44, Donald Roberts '44, Michael Touloumtzia '44, John Ackerman '45, Vaughan Hathaway '45, Wenvell James '45.
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8PORT8 EDITOR

.
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Staff: John Kobrock '44, Tod Gibson '44, William Crean '44, Vaino Saari
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Dorothy Frost '42, Helen Martin '42, Barbara Moore '42, Irene Patten
"42, Harriet Gray '43, Phyllis Hicks '43, Elia Santilli '43, Madeline But"— ler '44, Eleanor Darling '44, Bradley Dearborn '44, Virginia Hunt '44,
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Gray '43. Elia Santilli '43.
WAA News: Martha Littlefield '43.

BUSINESS MANAGER

This is station B-A-T-E-S . . . your
Uncle Dudley's Bedtime Story Hour.
Once there was a bobcat. He lived
way up in Lewiston, Maine. Everything was peaceful in his forest until
one day a big black bear descended
on him from the north woods. Well,
that bobcat was little, but spunky,
and he sent the black bear back to his
woods, battered and bleeding. All the
other animals gasped in amazement
The little bobcat was full of fight,
he charged down throukh the woods
to Brunswick, where he came face to
face with a big polar bear. Did the
bobcat lose the fight? I should say
not! The polar bear was forced to
crawl back into his lair, beaten and
exhausted. The bobcat went back to
Lewiston, greeted by the cheers of
his fellows. He knows that his battles
are not over. The mule still remains
to be beaten. Now, children, remember what the poet says:
The mule he are a funny bird
He hair are long and thick.
A lot of he are ears and tail.
But most of he are kick!
It's the kick that the bobcat will have
to watch out for. Will he, or won't he
be victorious? Listen in next week
and find out. This is your uncle Dudley signing off. Goodnight, kiddies.

(Tel. 84398) _. GEORGE CHALETZKY '42

year by th« stud.nt* of Bates College

College Publishers Representative

420

MADISON AVE.

CHICAGO • BOSTON

Member

fcssocioled Goile6»ate Press
Dlurlbuto* of

^h OollebiaieDibest :

NEW YORK.

• LO« AROKLSS

N. Y.

' SAM FAAHCISCO

Entered a* «econd-clas« matter at
the Port Office, Lewlrton, Maine
Subscription
$2.50 per year In advance

Something ^New^Has Been Added

Things and Stuff: We were all diabolically amused at the anti-aircraft
activities of the Frosh on Thursday
last . . . Did you know that Ginger,
Stan, Al Turner, Barb Moore, and
Charlotte Crane, prospective teachers,
have all descended on an unsuspecting world? . . . Headliners in our Romance Department this week: Lib
and Red, Francie and Art Solomon
. . . The gold medal of the week goes
to Bob Curlylocks" Archibald for his
smooth crooning of "I Surrender
Dear".

Last Sunday evening about 20 people, students and professors,
met at the home of President Gray to discuss some of the controversial points raised by Lecturer Mortimer Adler. Although, as Dr.
Gray said, the discussion probably brought forth more lire than
light, most of those present agreed that meetings of this type New serial starting next week:
should be encouraged at every opportunity. And so, next Sunday Murder in We3t Parker, or Who Left
at the same time, Dr. Gray will again open his home to all those the Body in the Closet? (Don't let this
fool you; it's just a decoy to get you
who wish to partake of informal intellectual stimulation.
It seems to us that this type of bull-session, adequately led
by men who are authorities in their fields, partakes of the very
essence of what a college education should be. We believe also, that
there are enough really sincere students on the Bates campus to
make these discussion periods a permanent success. A lot of us
have questions that cannot be answered either in formal class
periods or in disorganized dormitory bull-sessions.
" We hope quite earnestly that Dr. Gray's "Sunday nights at
home" will become an accepted part of Bates College life.

Bates - State Seiies Champions

■

ON
THE SEA
Germany's answer to President
Roosevelt's declaration that America proposes to "maintain the
bridge of shipping from the Arsenal of Democracy to tie nations
fighting aggression" came this
week violently and dramatically
with the sinking of the U. S. destroyer Reuben James, on convoy
duty off Iceland. Of the 114 onlisted men and 6 officers aboard
her when she was hit, only 44 survivors are as yet accounted for.

1?HE UNIVERSITY OF DEMvE.CELE8EATES ADAM"1^ EVE
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New Face, New Equipment
Grace Women's Infirmary
By Virginia Simons '44

This year there are many newfaces among the faculty, but perhaps
one less well-known to the student
body as a whole Is Miss Jeanette
Montgomery. Coeds who eat at Fiske
have seen her in a white starched uniform at the faculty table. Some have
been fortunate, or unfortunate enough
(depending^on how opportune a time
you pick to be ill) to have had occasion to visit the infirmary and have
seen Miss Montgomery in her capacity as the efficient nurse of the girls'
infirmary.
For further Introduction to Miss
Montgomery; she is a tall brunette
with a ready smile and is most generally seen in a white uniform and
blue cape. Sue is a graduate of Trull
Hospital '39, Biddeford. Since then
she has done private nursing in the
winter and camp duty in the summer.
Being nurse at Bates is a new type
of experience to her, and she is happy
to have the pleasant infirmary she
now has to work in.
Should you question the latter part
of that last statement it may be that
you have not visited the infirmary as

one thing we can truthfully say that we've never, in more than
three years, been so proud of Bates as we were that rainy afternoon.
The team played cleanly and hard and well. The band put on a
performance that no college in the country could be ashamed
of. And despite the fact that we damned ourselves as utterly ^devoid
of the "bona fide college spirit" because we didn't get any of that
much-discussed goal post paint on our hands, and because we didn't
get into any fist fights, and because we didn't even make faces at
the statue of the Polar Bear—despite all these sins, the 300 of us
who almost drowned in the Bates stands showed more real spirit
than all the Bowdoin undergraduates and alumni and girl-friends
could muster together. The team out-played Bowdoin, the band
out-played Bowdoin, and the rest of us out-yelled Bowdoin.

The famine is over. After ten long, lean years, the Bobcat's
mouth is watering as the vision of a football feast conies closer
and closer to reality. One more hurdle stands in the way—probably
the biggest hurdle of them all—but the Colby Mule is going to get
Apparently the only thing in which we were equalled by Bowhis whiskers shaved next Tuesday afternoon and the State Series
doin
was in sportsmanship. Coach Adam Walsh showed that he
championship is coming back to Bates.
knows how to be a good loser as well as a good winner, and we
Bates wants that championship. Perhaps some dismal souls
know of only one instance of a player on either team losing his head
may think that the college has put far too much emphasis on footso much that he could be accused of playing it dirty. It was a hard
ball during the last couple of weeks, but to those people we "just
game, but clean.
ain't going to pay no attention at all." The football bug has started
That's what school spirit should be—hard and clean. We
an epidemic on this campus, and we think it's just about the healthdon't
need any kid stuff, any crack-pot painting of Polar Bears. The
iest disease yet known. The particular symptom of football fever
as it has affected the college since last Saturday is a tendency regrettable incident of last Thursday morning is better forgotten;
shown by many students to walk around with out-thrust jaw and those responsible for the property damage at Bowdoin have realized
gleaming eyes, muttering fiercely, "Beat Colby." "Beat Colby. that the rest of this student body has nothing but condemnation
"Beat Colby!" As a matter of fact, a careful survey conducted by for their action. We feel sure that Bowdoin has accepted this colthe entire STUDENT staff has led us to believe that by far the lege's full apology in the same sincere spirit with which it was ofpreponderant opinion on campus at the present moment is that the fered, and we feel equally sure that relationships among the four
Bates team should whale the living daylights tmt of Colby. Amen, Maine colleges are in no way strained. We all want to win, but we'll
do it cleanly.
children, Amen!
And when colleges show the kind of spirit that Bates and Bow-.
doin demonstrated last Saturday we are provided with a really
legitimate reason for putting all the emphasis we can on football.
Further Remarks On Spirit
A good football team, backed by men and women with plenty of
And now, at dire risk of our scholastic and literary reputation, the right kind of spirit, can arouse within the average student an
we will venture a few more sage remarks on the general topic of inordinate pride in bis school. Right now we're plenty glad that we
spirit. The number of students who saw Bates beat Bowdoin last go to Bates.
Saturday afternoon was disappointingly small. But aside from this
Oh, yes, before we forget, BEAT COLBY!

>et this year. Many improvements
have been made to make it superior
to the one girls in need of treatment
have had to repair to in the past.
Major improvements include the following: The infirmary is now entirely
separate from the senior rooms. What
used to be a senior room has been
made into living quarters for Miss
Montgomery. The room that coeds
remember as Mrs. Tainter's is now a
four-bed ward, looking out on Rand
Field.
The kitchen is just that It is no
longer a combination office, treatment
room and kitchen. A separate office
and treatment room has been made
out of one of the old wards, and
boasts of a huge medicine closet. (Remember the little cupboard in the
kitchen wall, girls?) To complete the
new infirmary layout there is a twobed isolation ward.
,
This should take care more adequately for any illnesses of the coeds.
Miss Montgomery reports that colds
and appendicitis have accounted for
most of her cases this fall. Bates
coeds sincerely welcome their new
nurse, and are glad that they have a
remodeled infirmary in which to recover from their ailments.

Charlie Peterson Amazes
Audience With Cue Skill
Gasps of amazement and bursts of
applause accompanied Charlie Peterson's billiard exhibitions given at
Chase Hall Monday afternoon and
evening. The famous cue artist kept
his audiences grinning as he maintained an almost unbroken Une of
banter while making seemingly impossible caroms from every angle of
the table.
Mr. Peterson had some difficulty
executing what he termed "the West
Point shot". Fortunately, each time
he missed the balls performed in exactly the same manner. Finally
"Pete" announced that in the future,
vvhen that accident happened it would
be know to colleges all over the
country as the "Bates spin".
Preceding the performances, Mr.
Curtis introduced to the students the
"Charles Peterson Trophy", given to
Bates last year by that gentleman.
Each year the name of the winner of
the annual billiard contest will be inscribed on it The cup may be seen in
the trophy cabinet in Chase HalL
CLUB NOTES

Following a supper for the Peace
Commission at Thorncrag on Monday,
an interesting discussion on "Our
American Foreign Policy" and Where
It Is Leading Us" was led by Doctor
Vernon and Doctor Sweet Jack Lloyd
'42 was in charge of the program.
A meeting of the Latin Club was
held in Libbey Forum at 7 o'clock on
Monday evening, Nov. 3.
A farewell party for Miss Eaton,
who was advisor for Lambda Alpha,
was given in the Women's Union last
evening, by the Town Girls. It was
also a welcoming party for Mrs. Foster who Is their new advisor. Jean*
Childs '44 and Gladys Hahnel '43
were on the dinner committee.

This third, and latest attack on
an American warship clearly
shows that Germany will go to
any extent to prevent supplies
from reaching England. As in the
case of the Kearny and Greer incidents, the German foreign office maintained that the warship
was the attacker and the torpedo
was fired in self defense. The accusation that America had started a shooting war against Germany, and that President Roosevelt was trying to lead the "peaceloving people of America Into
war" was issued by the German
Propaganda Office.
Repercussions in Washington
were immediate. In addition to
the denunciation of Germany, Congressional leaders indicated that
due to the James' sinking, the
passage of the Repeal of the Neutrality Act would not be far off.
Thus, as the week's events
come to a close, the events which
occurred seem to bear an alarming resemblance to those which
preceded America's entry into the
last war.

ON
EASTERN FRONT

' "

Latest reports from the RussoGerman battlefront are, that
while the drives on Moscow and
Leningrad have temporarily been
halted due to the natural elements and fierce Russian resistance, the peril of the South is
graver than it has been thus far.
Germany reports the capture of
the Crimean capitol and continued advances In the vital Donets
basin. The Russian naval base of

W. A. A. NEWS
The hockey season is in full swing
with good playing being displayed.
Despite the lowering shadows of
n'ght, the girls are surprisingly successful in keeping tabs on the balL
To date, practices have been in order
but soon an Interclass Tournament
will be run off. The seniors, who have
an exceptionally fine representation,
and the juniors will each have a team.
The freshmen and sophomores will
combine to make one team. The finals
cf the tournament will be played off
Mothers' Week End. This hockey
match is to be part of a sporta review which aso includes archery and
campcraft demonstrations. Another
feature of the program will be a recital by the Dance Club. The date of
Mothers' Week End is Nov. 15-16.

Sebastopol is seriously thres
ed by the new German 8Ucc *
in the Cilmea.
With the German drive to
the Caucasus gradually a /"
Its objective, and the threap
intervention of British
through Iran greater,
evidently in fear of its
has opened up the latest Peace j.
0

fensive. This, too, however

doomed to failure.
• • «
IN
PACIFIC
The accusation that -i_ ^
has attacked Germany" a,,
ed Washington to cast an appre.
hensive glance toward j^
Washington officials i„terp^
this move by the Reich as « 2
tempt to bring Japan and the U
Into open conflict According tt
the Tri-partite pact of mo, u any
of the Axis powers is attacked by
a nation not at present Involved
in either the European or Chinese
wars, it is the duty of the other
two to come to its aid. Thus tar,
however, no definite steps toward
the fulfillment of the agreement
have been taken by Tokyo.

ON
LABOR FRONT

The four-day strike of coal nig-1
ers has temporarily been haiw '
due to the conference betwee:
President Roosevelt and John L
Lewis, UMW head. However,
unless a mediation board successfully ends the conflict, the strike
will be resumed on Nov. 15, the
deadline set by Mr. Lewis. Congressional leaders, irked by the
delay in defense production,
threatened drastic action in order to halt these strikes. As sooa
as the House of R^iisaentatives
resumes after the election recess,
the Vinson Bill, banning strikes in
defense industries, is to come under debate. This, coupled with
the immediate occupation of the
Bendix airplane plant in New Jersey by Federal troops, is fairly
conclusive evidence that the Administration is planning to "crack
down" hard at delays in the all
out defense effort

East Parker Cops Lead
In Intramurals League
By virtue of a 13-6 triumph
off-Campus the East Parker foot*
team virtually clinched first pi** I
the intramural league.
Defense rather than offense se
to have been the keynote la
year's league. New Dorm leads in*
games with three, OC is second «
two, and JB and WP each bare
to their credit
During the past week ND r*»*
two of their three ties. T*
against OC was a scoreless stales"
with neither side threatening
After ND had ^opened tie scon
against RB with*Dave Shift* lj»
a touchdown pass to Tom V®*
Norm Boyan sparked his freM
aro'Jn
cohorts to a tie by running

An Interdorm Archery Tournament his own right end for a score
. ^j
is being run off. Bad weather has then drop-kicking the extra poin"The JB-WP and JB-KB lf*JJJ ffe».
compelled several of the practices to
be held inside.
postponed because of «ncle^, when
ther, and WP forfeited »
w
The Junior AA Board will meet to- only four men showed "*• gp.jiD
night with the AA Board to make
vital game will be **"* . gaBe
plans for the coming season which be
when they play their posW°ne
gins next Monday, Nov. 10. Three
The Standinfl
sports wiU be offered In this Early
Won I** 1
Winter Season. Bowling will be an In•
EP
3
terdorm sport Hours will be arrang1
OC _.«._„
ed later. "Marty" Littlefield '43 Is
1
JB
the manager. Volleyball, which Is to
I
WP
be Interclass, will be Mondays at 4.30
3
RB
for frosh and juniors, and Thursdays
0
ND
at 4.30 for sophs and seniors. "Teddy"
Rizoulis '42 is the coach and Lorna
MacGray '44, the manager. The Mod, '44, Sylvia Reese '46, Arlene »»
* '45, and Betty Haslom '45em Dance Group will meet Thursdays
If it should be raining the day
at 4.30 at the Women's Locker g^.
find time to play tennis, you can
tag. Ruth Ulrlch is the coach.
credit by playing In the gT^forget that this is the last * ^
The Swimming Club has admitted
- ,
•) the Fall Season and you ■*",
M ,
the following giris: Bradley Dear- ^ your four houre by the <*d
born '44, Rita Boris '45, Ruth Sullivan the week If you want credit

A
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bobcats Smear Bowdoin 19-6; Meet Mules For Title
Cellar Team Play
fgts'Series'
Second
m

Colby Boasts Strong,
Balanced Eleven

SOPH STURDIES RARIN' TO GO

(Continued from page one)

a rain-soaked field»
P* *^ down the fleet Bowdoin zone without a hand being laid on
rably and almost com- him. Johnny Sigsbee's attempted con,-,- site
co»!
vzed their famed passing version was low.
ay
mud-loving Bobcat eleven
Card Sets Up
ted convincingly Saturday
Score With Rurtback
S
. n0»- the number one team
After the kick-off, the Bowdoin of"-"taie by smothering the Polar
fense was smothered and Dolan kick6
* tb a oue-sided 19-6 victory.
ed. After two running plays, Walker
*L Hundred Bates fans, who
angled a punt out of bounds on the
I
lor over two hours in the
Bowdoin 10. Dolan kicked back, after
were rewarded for their
one play, to the Bates 45 whereupon
s by a performance that
Arnold Card plucked it out of the air
]* even the showing against
and headed for the right sidelines.
So slippery ball or soggy turf Picking his blocking beautifully, and
J noticeably the progress of
there was plenty of it, Card pieced
.•es backs, Saturday, nor did bis way through the entire Bowdoin
'-dement weather keep the pow- team, only to be caught and bowled
]-■'
Bates line from ridiig rough- out of bounds on the one foot line
ver tie inferior Bowdoin forby Jimmy Dolan; who had apparently
mO, defensively smothering Just booted his team out of a hole.
finning attack and offensively Walker hurled himself over the pile
lg gaping holes for the shifty to make that last foot and score what
1

backs.
lion to LaRochelle
,Counts First
ri

"lost little time in taking
jsmd of the game. "Red" Franburned the kick-off ten yards to
Sites 29 and set the stage for the
.•s first touchdown march. AfBel Johnson had picked up five
tris, a fifteen yard penalty on Bowgave Bates tue ball just short of
fifty yard line. Johnson then
gd his way through the Bowsecondary for eighteen yards,
brought down on the Bowdoin
Alter Arnold Card failed to gain,
ion and Mickey Walker combiugive Bates a first down on the
Bear 22. Walker bulled his way
17, but after Card had picked
two yards Joe LaRochelle was
sopped for a three yard loso while
tempting the same quarterback
k that scored against Maine. On
next play, Johnson faded back
Id flipped a pass to LaRochelle out
1 tie left flat "Jojo" reached high,
filed his fingers to the wet oval, and
iW about fifteen yards to the end
IBS

ultimately proved to be the winning
touchdown. In attempting the extra
point, the pass from center was fumbled and Sigsbee, trying to run the
ball, was smothered. Bates 12. Bowdoin 0, with the first quarter still unfinished. Even the most optimistic
Bates supporter was a little delirious
with the unexpected but extremely
gratifying progress of the game.
The Polar Bear came to life in the
closing minutes of the p"eriod. After
moving the ball from their 30 to the
46 in the two plays following the
kick-off, Ed Coombs fired a pass to Ed
Martin, who raced from the Bates 45
to the 17. Here the Bates "iron wall"
braced and took the ball on downs on
the 18 yard line. A mixup in signals
saw the pigskin fly back to the four
yard line. Walker's kick went out on
the 22 and the period ended with
Bowdoin threatening.
Walker's Punting Keeps

Bear in Own Territory
An impregnable pass defense and a
stubborn line staved off this threat
and Bates again took command of the
offense. A punting duel featured the
second period, with Mickey Walker's
IE HOME OF TASTY PASTRIES
coffin corner boots taking the heart
out of the Bowdoin offense. At no
time after the first few minutes did
the Polar Bear get beyond his own 30
L« Us Make Your Party Pastry
yard fine affd Bowdoin was constantly
|« Park St
Tel. 4520
Lewiston
(Continued on page four)

filenwood Bakery

Because men like comfort,
they go for Bostonians.
Here's an authentic university style that looks
just as good as it feels.
It's a smooth toe oxford,
very military in Brown.
Let us introduce your feet
to Stalwart,
otaiwan, today.
ujuay.

$10.95

Walk-Fitted
■■>

«

Bostonians

■■■■■■
JACK SHEA

Bobkittens Tackle
Huntington Sat.
Fighting to break into the win column for the first time this fall, the
freshman football team stacks up
against the thrice-d*eated Huntington Prep eleven at Garcelon Field
next Saturday.
Approaching the game with a preview from a different angle, the Bobkittens are found in a rare and confident mood. To the man they are
sure of a win, thus relieving the entire class of '45 of their non-too-clean
tophats.
Dick Flanagan, who is slated to
quarterback the underclassmen to
their first triumph, said in a pregame interview, "We've had a lot of
tough breaks in the two games pas
but we hope to, come back into our
dent He claims, "We'll take Huntington."
Johnny Stokes, blocking back on
the frosh eleven, 's evan moi.i confident He claims, "W'U take Huntington by such a score that they won't
be able to see straight. But seriously,
1 am sure if we have Bud McGIory
and Keith Wilbur in these next Saturday that we will COUIJ out on top
without much trouble".
Jackie Joyce's sentiments chime in
with Stokes'. "If Bud McGIory, Keith
Wilbur and Dick Flanagan are in tiptop shape, and, barring injuries, the
Huntington game should be the game
where the freshmen can and will dispense with their hata".
So much has been said of Bud McGIory that it wouldn't be a bad idea
to see what this injured star has to
say about the coming tilt McGIory
includes an "if clause" in his statement as he ponders over the situation. "If Boyce, Huntington's ace
passer and runner, is stopped and
our own offense clicks as it has this
past week, no more caps".
Just to show that the line has the
same confidence let's take a quick
look at what one of them feels about
the situation. Lennie Marino, the
Bristol, Conn., pivotman, says "We
are out to win. It means the last
(Continued on page four)
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ARNOLD CARD

Garnet Places Third As
Maine Cops State Meet

SHOTS

By Carl Monk '43

It is our guess that the Polar Bear's
face must surely be red, in a figurative sense at least, after the Bobcat
was finished clawing him last Saturday. It would almost seem that the
Polar Bear has been sitting on the
linm.su ick campus so long that he
has forgotten how to swim. The Bear
floundered around in the water making ineffectual attempts to stop the
inspired Bobcats. The supposedly
land-loving Bobcat, on the other hand,
took to the water like a kid to the
old swimming hole, and waded and
skidded along amazingly well.
S-S

S-S

While watching the game we were
impressed by the work of Roy Fair
field and his crew of assistants. Roj
acts as a combination assistant manager, trainer, 'and consoler for the
Bobcat eleven. He tapes up the battered ankles, rubs the bruised muscles, and pads up the sore spots for
all the Garnet gridsters in a veryprofessional and effective manner.
Roy, a short, stocky fellow, hails
from Saco, and it was there while at
Thornton Academy that he served his
apprenticeship In the school of patch
and tape. He must have picked up
a couple of academic pointers while
there too, for he is a steady resident
on the coverted Dean's List with a
q.p.r. which hovers very close to that
Holy Grail of all students —a four
point.
When not wiring together an ailing gridder, Roy, together with capable senior manager Bob Langerman,
the field general of the managerial
corps, and the rest of the crew are
out on the field collecting and dispensing equipment, hauling water,
and holding up dummies,
lies, in the noncontact workouts, while gridders
charge at them.
s-a
a-e
Speaking of hauling water, naturally brings to mind the feats of
sophomore manager Perry Stone.
Perry is undoubtedly the fastest man
with a water bucket in the state. He
tears out on the field with his bucket
STERLING

tray and sponges, no doubt using
many principles learned in physics
to keep from spilling the whole mess,
with such alacrity that Coach Thompson's eyes just gleam at the sight of
him. He gave his most scintillating
performance on the mud of Whitlier
Field—without mud cleats.
S-S

In the annual state cross-country
meet held at the Augusta Country
Club last Friday, the University of
Maine lived up to expectations by
taking the title for the fifth successive year. With a low score of 24 it
had a comfortable lead over the Bowdoin runner's, who came in second
with 43 points. Bates took third place
with 79, and Colby trailed, piling up
S3 points.

S-S

Getting back to the ball game,
there was one incident that must
have reminded the seniors of the
memorable 21-0 win over the same
Polar Bears in their freshman year.
With the present edition of the Bobcats ahead by a couple touchdowns, a
cry was taken up by the Bates stands
demanding "another one for Ducky".
Four years ago with a nearly identical score and situation the same cry
went up with the exception that the
contribution was requested for Dave
Morey, then Bobcat mentor, present
coach at Wilbraham Academy. Both
requests were granted with pleasure.
s-s
S-S
One of the more amazing feats
witnessed, there were plenty, was the
tricky one-man reverse by Del Johnson. Del started around his own right
end and was met by a Bowdoin reception committee of about seven;
being of a naturally retiring nature
and disliking intensely all social
functions of this kind, he promptly
turned around and circled the left
end while most of the Polar
Bears were left "standing at the altar". It must have been most confusing to the already bewildered Walshmen.
To this observer the Bobcats played better ball than they have all year
with the possible exception of the
Tufts game. The difference between
the two games was a mental one and
(Continued on page four)

Individual honors too went to
Maine, as Dwight Moody emphasized
his team's victory by romping home
in first place. His time was five seconds slower than the record, set by
Bob McLauthlin in last year's meet.
He was followed by Carey of Bowdoin and then by Hamm, another
Maine harrier. Alan HiLTman, Bowdoin's sensational miler, placed
fourth.

Verrengla I*
Hard-Driving Fullback

"Romeo Verrengla",
says Bill
Kenyan, University of Maine's line
coach and chief scout, "is the best
fullback in the state right now."
When one considers the calibre of the
other fullbacks in the conference, LaRochelle and Sigsbee of Bates, King
of the University of Maine, and Dolan
of Bowdoin, he soon realizes what
(Continued on page four)

meet and Dave Nickerson followed
immediately behind them. Johnny
Marsh, Don Roberts, and BUI Lewis,
running their first year on the varsity, all had good times considering
their inexperience. As a whole, the
For Bates Bert Smith came in first team is fairly well balanced, and
as usual, in eighth place. His time shows improvement in each meet.
for the strange course was better
than his position Indicates, and Coach
OUR CHOICE
Thompson Is pleased with his showing. Veterans Johnny Grime and Gordon Corbett second and third men
for the Bates team, both improved
CHECKER CAB CO.
their time over that of last year's

Taxi Phone 2000

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.

Thrift Days Specials
Evening and Dinner Gowns
$7.95 - formerly priced to $19.95
Sweaters $1.95 formerly priced $3.95
Skirts $3.95 formerly priced $5.95-$7.95

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.
Tel. 2143 - 2144 - 3272

You taste

its quality

By Towle, Gorham, Lunt, Wallace
and Reed-Barton
PRIZE CUPS FOUNTAIN PENS -

Foods

JOE LAROCHELLE

of whom, if shaken loose, will cause
the Pondmen serious trouble. However, on the Lewiston side of the
fence, Del Johnson, Mickey Walker
and sophomore Arnie Card, have
shown their ability in recent series
tilts, and all three should be physically ready to continue their daaxling
play at the expense of the stubborn
Mule forward wall.
LaFleur, outstanding Colby back. Is
familiar to Maine sports fans and
may well take the* leading role In the
Armistice Day tilt for Bobby is playing his last collegiate football game
for the Waterville club. Bates remembers his last year's performance and
will be out to revenge the defeat he
and his mates handed them. Only
last week LaFleur, who had been hit
hard in the early stages of the 13-13
tie with Maine, returned later in the
game to spark the last ditch drive of
the Mules, a drive which kept them
In the running for the state crown.
Phil Caminitl of Waltham, Mass.,
looms as the number two peril to
Bates, for he, too, is a triple threat
man. It was he who actually sparked
the team to both scores last week,
scoring the first and doing his hit in
the second march. Caminiti in many
ways may be compared to Arnle Card.
Both have been playing more or less
in the role of spot backs all year, both
are sophomore sensations, and both
rely on sheer speed and little else for
their groundwork.
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Experience proves that nothing takes the place of quality.
You taste the quality of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Again and again
you enjoy the charm of its delicious taste...and its cool,
clean after-sense of complete refreshment. Thirst asks nothing more.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Pause •••
Go refreshed
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COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
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GLORIA AND BARBARA BREWSTER
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it takes the Right Combination of
•hese best cigarette tobaccos, «*,
Chesterfield the extra smoking
P'easure that makes smok<cers say
THEY SATISFY.

tobaccos l*"11

esterfield

THE MILDER BETTER-TASTING COOLER-SMOKING CIGARETTE
Cwrifkl 1M1. Uam 1 Mtau Toucco Ce.

Plaza Grill
Home of Good Food
Up-to-the-minute Soda
Fountain. Air-Conditioned
Modern Booths
UNION SQUARE
TEL. 1353

LEWISTON

A Bates Tradition

GEO. A. ROSS
•AY IT WITH ICE CREAM

Enjoy WINTER SPORTS
In Comfort In A
Sheep Lined - Water Repellent

SKI SUIT

$19.95

ELM STREET

Bate* 1804

Protect Your Eyes

Perry s
120 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

Central Optical Co.
E. L, VININQ
/

Registered

Optometrist

Tel. 839
199

MAIN

8T.

LEWISTON

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street1
Pastry Of All Kinds?
Opp. Post Office Tel. 1115-M

THE

Most Bates Men know that

Purity Restaurant

Cronin & Root

Fine Meals
Medium Rates

"Sell Good Clothes"

Main St., Lewiston

Wed • Thure - Frl • Sat
Nov. 5, 6, 7 8,
Tyronne Power and Betty Grable
in "A Yank in the R. A. P."
Entire Week of Nov. 9
Clark Gable and Lana Turner in
"Honky Tonk".
AUBURN
Thure - Fri - Sat - Nov. 6, 7, 8
"Down in San Diego" with Bo
nita GranviUe plus "Scattergood
Meets Broadway" with Guy Kibbe.
Sun and Mon. - Nov. 9 and 10
"Two Girls About Broadway"
with Joan Blondell, Binnie Barnes.
Tues thru Sat - Nov. 11-15
"Maltese Falcon" with Humph
rey Bogart and Mary Astor.

(Continued from page three)
this Colby boy must be Verren^a
moves his 185 pounds with the speed
and the power of the Flymg Vankee.
Nitchman also boasts athird sophomore in his backfleld. Brooks, a
bouthpaw forward pass artist. Otnei
oacks who may cause Ducky a headache or two are Ferris, Stevens. McKay and Scioletti.
Also high on the Bates side of the
ledger stands Joe LaRochelle, the
Methuen Mauler. Little Joe, who
stands only five feet four, has scored
in both series games and has been
immense in his roving position directly behind the line.
Flanagan May
Not Play

FROSH-HUNTINGTON GAME

Tommy Flanagan, the pilot of the
(Continued from page three)
Bates club, may not see action against chance to get rid of our hats before
Colby next Tuesday, his injured leg Christmas. Win or lose, we'll play our
being still in bad shape from the hearts out".
BOWDOIN GAME
banging received in the flne 13-6 win
(Continued from page three)
After analyzing the sentiments of
covering up a barrage of Johnsons over Maine.
these boys, it seems that the potenSigsbee will probably see limited tially-powerful Huntington crew Is
dangerous passes.
In the third period, after a John- action. During the past two or three done for. But with ball toters of the
stone punt went out of bounds on the games his contributions to the team calibre of Santry, Cervone, Ernie
Bowdoin 40, Bates threatened aga
have been limited by a bad shou del Mannino and Billy Boyce with which
In four plays, the Bobcats drove to to place-kicking the extra points. to deal, the frosh may find things a
the Bowdoin 12, but here the attack However, a place-kick or two may little tougher than expected.
petered out and Bowdoin took over mean a lot in the coming encounter,
Huntington has a record of three
on their own 7. After Johnstone had so Johnny may well take the honors
wins and three losses. The losses to
kicked out to midfleld, Del Johnson for the day with a couple of uprightWorcester Academy and Cushing
broke away for thirty yards only to bisectors at the right times.
Academy, perhaps the two most powhave a clipping penalty bring the ball
Both clubs are strong on the wings, erful prep-school teams in Massachuback to the 35. Again the Bates march each with four first rate ends. Colby
setts, were by a one-point margin,
stalled and Walker kicked for the has its captain, Eiro Helln. patrolling
7-6 and 14-13. Last week's 8-0 loss to
sidelines, angling it out on the 13 the left end and Hegan, another tall
yard marker. It was at this time that iellow, on the right side. Substitutes Lawrence Academy was the lowest
Johnstone got away a seventy yard Wood and Hal Bubar, who tallied the ebb of the season for Tom Blake's
boot from his own end zone to set the final touchdown in the Maine game, boys, who will be right back in the
middle of things Saturday.
Bobcats back on their heels. One play will see plenty of action.
On the other hand, the frosh have
later the third period ended.
The Bobcats will again rely on big
not
had an impressive season to date
D. J. Turns In
Red Francis, Tom Young, Normie either as the 0-2 record shows. They
25 Yard Jaunt
Marshall,
and Auburn's
Johnny
On the first play of the last quar- James for end duty, all of whom de- lost a tough 6-0 game to Kents Hill
but were definitely snowed under
ter, Johnson got away for the longest
serve praise for their defensive game
run of the game from scrimmage. against the Polar Bears. With wing- when they lost to Bridgton a week
later.
From his own 26,'he galloped 55 yards
men like these, both teams are going
to the Bowdoin 19. As evidence for to have plenty of trouble with end
Coach Larry Durgin intends to use
the fact that the Bobcats were "geta four-star backfield providing the
sweeps.
ting their men", it was noticed that
It will be Otto Shiro and Weidul injuries have healed. The return of
Johnson still had his three blockers vs. Norm Johnson and Jack Shea in McGlory, Flanagan, nad Keith Wilbur
ahead of him as bo passed the mid- the battle of the tackles. Sophomores would be a peasant experience for
field stripe. It took six plays to eat
Bert Shiro and L-iss are the Colby Durgin. He then could shift Joyce
up the remaining javdag!, but Walkguards who will be up against All- back to an end position, thus
er finally bolted over from the four
State George Parmenter and either strengthening his team considerably.
yard line. Sigsbee's placement kick
Charlie Howarth or the returning However, McGlory's status is very
raised the Bates total to 19 and enddoubtful.
Johnny McDonald.
•id the scoring on the Bobcat side of
these statements w e
# Analyzing
Ironmen Centers
the ledger for the afternoon.
find
that
as
far
as spirit is concerned
Battle At Pivot Post
With a steady flux of Garnet subWhen subSTitute Bo Cronin, out of the Bobkittens are ready to go.
stitutions pouring into the game, the
action with a broken finger, sustainBowdoin attack began to function.
ed in last week's muddy encounter,
However, it took them the remaining
Harlan Sturgis may have to turn in SPORT SHORTS
ten minutes to push over a score with
(Continued from page three)
another of his sixty minute jobs. EdBell finally hitting pay dirt as a clidie Loring, wearing Colby football not a mechanical one. Against the
max to a 77 yard march. The contogs for the last time, has also been Brunswickians the Bobcats fairly exversion failed and the score stood
going through game after game with- ploded at the start of the game and
19-6.
out aid, so the resulting tussle should kept on sizzling the whole route to
Game Ends
be a weaiy, knock-down, drag-out the immense satisfaction of the Bates
With Kickoff
supporters.
affair.
Bowdoin tried to cover a short
s -s
Substitutions
in
the
line
is
a
diffis-e
kickoff but failed and then and there
cult
proposition
for
the
Bobcat
rootSecond
only
to
the
result of the
ended the 1941 version of a Batesers
to
talk
about.
With
the
exception
game
was
the
surprising
amount of
Bowdoin football game, with Bates
having successfully ascended the sec- of the alternating ends, James and vocal activity displayed by the small
Young, and guards Cy Finnegan and but enthusiastic gathering of Garnet
ond rung of a three-rung ladder.
Johnny McDonald, Pond has few on rooters. A repeat performance at WaLast Saturday's game saw eleven
stars, each shining distinctly in his whom he can count for first class terville will be very much in order.
own special way. In the backfleld. duty. Colby's second crew of linemen Are we going to get it?
Walker with his line-smashing and is none too strong either, but show
deadly punting, Card and Johnson for power superior to that of the Garnet
their spine-tingling runs, and LaRo- reserves. Wood. Hutcheson, Turnei,
chelle by his backing-up of the line Puia, Kice and Bubar form the aland all-important pass snaring, shared ternating forward line for the Mule
equally prominent parts in the win. and, although they didn't serve too
In the line, Francis and Marshall dis- heavily last week, they may seel more
couraged the famous Bowdoin sweeps. action in the coming rough and tumShea and Johnson continued to ble championship affair.
With both teams closing their seasmother off-tackle smashes, Parmenter and Howarth emerged from the son and both eager to salt away the
bottom of innumerable piles, and crown, with the odds favoring neither
Sturgis passed that wet ball flawlessly eleven to any extent, and with the
besides playing an inspired game de- Bobcats striving to put the finishing
touches on a good season for their
fensively.
These eleven men are the reason popular mentor, Ducky Pond, a great
that the scrappy little Bobcat is now game is in store for the fans. Colby
ruling the roost in this Maine State hasn't lost a game since the Norwich
Series. If tape and liniment will hold setback on Oct. 4, Bates not since the
them and their few capable substi- Northeastern upset of the 18th.
tutes together until after the Colby
game, there will be a hypothetical
One Way Rd. Trip
Hartford
4.45
8.05
pennant flying from the belfry of HaBoston
2.45
4.45
thorn Hall, come November 12.
Drop Into
THE

QUALITY

SHOP

143 College St - 8 mln. from Campus

If you are not acquainted
with us why not come in
and let us show you.

BATES ON THE AIR
"Bates no the Air" this week over
WCOU at 8:15 tonight wiU take the
form of a musical program, featuring
John Marsh '43, baritone, Virginia
Barnes '44, clarinet, Jean Graham
•15, violin, and Esther Linder '44,
piano accompanist.
Miss Barnes will play Kimsky-Korsakow's "Hymn to the Sun", Marsh
will sing Teresa de Riego's "Homing
Bird", and "Going Home", an excerpt
,rom Anton Dvoraq's New World Symphony. The program will conclude
with a selection on the violin by Miss
Graham.
C. John Senior '42 will handle the
announcing.

Featuring

Hamburg 8andwlchea

Hot Doga and Toasted

8andwlcffoa

Hove You Tried Our Sllox Coffee T
Open 7 A. M. to 10:80 P. M.

Milliken, Tomlinson Co.
Wholesale Grocers
I.G.A. Supply Depot
and

Superba Food Products
1115 Lincoln St.

Lewiston

Little Miss English
100 Percent wool ,

CARDIGANS '
$3.98
what's ahead for gooi|
warm sweaters . . „ {ootJk
.games, hiking. sKating, spectjj
toring . . . these are 100% WooJ
. . . boxy as pictured or fitted]
. . . in White, Baby Blue, Natul
ral, Violet, Pink, Red; NavjJ
Dark Green, Yellow, Spice. and|
Black. Sizes 34 to40.

LooT?

Slip-on Sweaters • $3.50

Remember, Lewiston Double Thrift
Days are Friday and Saturday!
Nov. 7 and 8. You'll find dozens t
things you need at Peck's, thrift!
priced.

Dora Clark Tast

Senior Class Photos]
Order your Pictures for|
Xmas now
125 Main St

Lewiston i

James P. Murphy
INC.
ARTISTIC ICTaTOEIAM
Lewlatoa MoaiMaeata] Worki
Ml Bates Straee

Lea*«|

Telephone MS4-B

New York
Springfield

One Way
5.45
4.05

Rd. Trip
9.85
7.30

LEAVING FROM CAMPUS AT

12:15 P.M. Wed. Nov.^
Tickets and Reservations
GREYHOUND TERMINAL
169 Main St.

Telephone 52

C. L. Prince & Son
Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
AUBURN, ME.

Agent

TEL. 2310

R. W. CLARK
Bates Own Druggist
Reliable-Prompt-Accurate
Courteous

"-

Cor. Main & Bates Sts.

Shoes at the price
you can pay
26-30 Bates St. Lewiston

JOY INN
American-Chinese Restaurant
Special Dally Dinner • S0O

TEL. 125
RICHARD HORTON '42

DINE and DANCE

Dtlp&S
at
stWmm*m.m,
USOON

YOUR JEWELER

HOOD'S
DELICIOUS

ICE CREAM

All klnde of Chop Suey to take out

Now Being Sold at

20 Lisbon St. - Tel. • 1648 • Lewleton

YOUR BATES COLLEGE STORE

Lewiston Trust Co.

The College Store
lo for
BATES

EflBSaS

"Complete Banking Service"

STUDENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

